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Abstract
This paper studies the question of when one abstract data type  ADT is a behav
ioral subtype of another and proposes a modeltheoretic notion of weak behavioral
subtyping Weak behavioral subtyping permits supertype abstraction to be a sound
and modular reasoning principle in a language with mutation and limited forms of
aliasing The necessary restrictions on aliasing can be statically checked Weak be
havioral subtyping allows types with mutable objects to be subtypes of types with
immutable objects
  Introduction
Subtyping is a fundamental semantic concept in object oriented OO lan 
guages In this paper we study behavioral subtyping when one ADTs objects
act like those of another Knowing the conditions on behavioral subtyping is
important for guiding the design of ADTs It is also critical for proving the
soundness of logics for OO program verication
Previous work on the model theory of behavioral subtyping has not allowed
mutation and aliasing 	
 

	
 But mutation and aliasing are important
in practical OO programming	 and many types occurring in practice have ob 
jects with mutable time varying state Although it is possible to imagine
an OO language where aliasing is eliminated entirely	 existing OO languages
do permit aliasing Unlike Liskov and Wing 
	
	 we do not allow arbi 
trary aliasing	 but instead seek a middle ground that permits more behavioral
subtype relationships
The purpose of our study is ultimately to show how to reason in a mod 
ular fashion about OO programs By modular reasoning	 we mean reasoning
such that conclusions about unchanged code remain valid when new behav 
ioral subtypes are added to a program One modular reasoning technique is
 
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supertype abstraction	 in which one reasons about the eects of method sends
using the properties of the static types of the subexpressions 
	 The pur 
pose and justication of a denition of behavioral subtyping is that it makes
supertype abstraction sound
Our technical approach to showing that a denition of behavioral sub 
typing makes supertype abstraction sound is to capture the conclusions of
reasoning via supertype abstraction in a set of expected behaviors Behav 
iors that might occur because of subtyping are called surprising if they fall
outside this set Thus	 showing that a denition of behavioral subtype is ad 
equate means showing that no surprising behavior is possible when subtyping
relationships are required to satisfy the denition
In this paper we dene weak behavioral subtyping This denition is
weaker than either of Liskov and Wings denitions 
 because it allows types
with mutable objects hereinafter mutable types to be subtypes of immutable
types We sketch the semantics of a programming language with the necessary
aliasing control	 and show that weak behavioral subtyping is adequate in the
sense described above Finally we discuss related work and present some
conclusions In this paper	 we do not present the model theory of stronger
denitions of behavioral subtyping
 The Problem
 Reasoning problem with behavioral subtyping and aliasing
The following example motivates reasoning problems with behavioral subtyp 
ing Consider the types BoolSeq and StoreBool with the following methods
The type BoolSeq is a type of boolean sequences	 which has only immutable
objects The messages one can send to a BoolSeq are the following
method fetch s BoolSeq i Int Bool
method update s BoolSeq i Int b Bool BoolSeq
The update method produces a new object	 which has the same state as the
argument s	 except that in the ith position it contains v
The type StoreBool has mutable objects It has the following methods
A return type of Void indicates no result of any useful type is returned
method fetch s BoolStore i Int Bool
method store sBoolStore iInt bBool Void
There is no subtype relationship between BoolSeq and StoreBool Sup 
pose we wish to reason about the part of a program	 which we will call an
observation	 in which the following variables are available
bseq BoolSeq storb StoreBool b Bool
The observation itself consists of a variable declaration and three commands
the declaration names a variable that will be the output of the observation
The messages not and equal have their standard meaning for Bool arguments
output Bool

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b  fetch bseq 
store storb  not b
output  equal b fetch bseq 
What is the expected set of possible values for output in the above observa 
tion The expected set depends on three points
 
Whether ones reasoning technique permits one to assume that identiers
of unrelated types such as BoolSeq and StoreBool cannot be directly
aliased
 
Whether bseq and storb can be aliases for the same object
 
The notion of behavioral subtyping allowed
These three points are not completely independent Using Liskov and Wings
denitions of behavioral subtype 
	
	 BoolSeq and StoreBool cannot have
a common subtype	 because BoolSeq objects are immutable and thus a com 
mon subtype would have to violate a history constraint	 or would have a mu 
tator corresponding to store that could not be explained So using Liskov
and Wings denition prohibits bseq and storb from being directly aliased If
bseq and storb cannot be directly aliased	 the set of expected results would
be ftrueg
If ones reasoning technique forces one to think about a case where bseq
and storb might be directly aliased	 then the set of expected results depends
on the notion of behavioral subtyping used If one had a weaker notion of
behavioral subtyping than Liskov and Wings	 then it might be possible for
BoolSeq and StoreBool to have a common subtype with mutable objects
Then bseq and storb could be directly aliased	 and so presumably the set of
expected results for the observation above would be ftrue  falseg We have
not explored such reasoning techniques which were suggested to us by Ian
Maung However	 because objects of type BoolSeq are immutable	 and the
call of a mutator store is used in the program	 it is dicult to imagine the
specication of a most general common subtype of BoolSeq and StoreBool
Another problem we see is that	 psychologically	 programmers would tend
to think that because bseq is immutable	 the only possible result would be
true	 without considering aliasing Thus such a reasoning technique might be
error prone if used informally We leave the investigation of such a reasoning
technique	 and adequate notions of behavioral subtyping for it	 as an open
problem
The remaining case is where ones reasoning technique permits one to
assume that identiers of unrelated types cannot be directly aliased Clearly
in this case	 such an assumption has to be enforced If it is	 then set of
expected results of the observation above is ftrueg However	 in this case
there is still the possibility that BoolSeq and StoreBool have a common
subtype Allowing common subtypes	 such as MutableBSeq	 would have a
great practical benet That benet	 however	 should be weighed against
any restrictions on aliasing

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Thus our problem is twofold to dene a notion of behavioral subtyping
that is weaker than Liskov and Wings	 and to state restrictions on aliasing
such that it is adequate for reasoning We refer to our notion of subtyping as
weak behavioral subtyping
 Reasoning with weak behavioral subtyping
By reasoning we mean model based reasoning with supertype abstraction
and with the assumption that identiers of unrelated types cannot be directly
aliased For the soundness of such reasoning techniques the notion of weak be 
havioral subtyping should prevent unexpected behavior when subtype objects
are manipulated according to specications of their supertypes
As an example	 suppose we wish to reason about an observation of the
following variables
bseq BoolSeq b Bool
The observation itself is as follows	 where again the declaration gives the
output variable for the observation
output Bool
b  fetch bseq 
update bseq  not b
output  equal fetch bseq  b
Reasoning at the static types in the above observation	 one would obtain the
set of expected results	 values for output	 to be ftrueg
Consider a new type DestructBSeq which responds to the same set of
methods as BoolSeq	 but such that the method update for DestructBSeq
mutates its rst argument The question is can DestructBSeq be a weak
behavioral subtype of BoolSeq
If DestructBSeq were to be a weak behavioral subtype of BoolSeq	 then
one could have a state where bseq denotes an object of type DestructBSeq
The set of results of the above observation in such a state is false	 which is
an unexpected result This unexpected behavior makes reasoning techniques
based on supertype abstraction unsound Hence DestructBSeq cannot be a
weak behavioral subtype of BoolSeq We consider soundness of supertype
abstraction as an important criteria for dening weak behavioral subtype re 
lations and show a  no surprises result which guarantees expected behavior
 The Language INST and its Semantics
Our model theoretic approach to solving this problem was described above To
carry out this approach	 and to give the reader a concrete picture of the kind of
languages to which our results apply	 we dene an OO programming language
and enforce the necessary aliasing constraints in the language The language
used in this paper	 INST	 is a multimethod language	 with an abstract syntax
given in Figure 
 The instance variable assignment command I
 
I


E	 and the object creation new I E and the instance variable access
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Abstract syntax
P   Program TD   TypeDecl T   TypeName MD   MethDecl
F   Formal B   Body M   MainProc C   Command
E   Expression D   Decl A   AliasDecl
P  TD MD M
TD  type I subtype of fTg instance variables D end
T  I
MD  method I

  F   T
r
A is B
F  I
 
 T
A  j may alias  I 	 or  T 	
B  D C return E
M  main observe D
 
C
 
by D

C

D  j I  T  D
E  N j nothing j true j false j I j I   E  j new I E j I
 
 I

C  E j if E
 
then C
 
else C

fi j I E j C
 
 C

j I
 
 I

 E
Fig  Abstract Syntax of INST The nonterminal I is a variable and N a
number TD is a sequence of zero or more TDs  with separators in concrete
examples
I
 
I

 expressions can only be used directly within methods they cannot be
written in the main procedure M This provides a simple form of information
hiding For simplicity INST does not distinguish between types and classes
To allow access to the instance variables of method formals	 INST do not allow
subtype arguments to methods This is a simplication that avoids treating
inheritance It also would force programmers to dene a unique method for
each combination of the types of arguments 
Figure  gives a sample program in INST For the sake of brevity	 we do not
present all the method declarations for BoolSeq	 StoreBool	 MutablePair	
and MutableBSeq The method greater illustrates the may alias construct
in INST The alias component of the method greater states that the result is
aliased to the second argument p or to a variable of type MutablePair More
details on aliasing are provided later
Method dispatching in INST is dynamic in the sense that method lookup
does not depend on the static types of variables	 but depends on dynamic types
of objects For example	 in Fig  the expression fetch bseq 
 invokes the
fetchmethod for MutableBSeq	 because bseq denotes a MutableBSeq object	
even though the static type of bseq is BoolSeq Therefore	 INST is a multi 
method language 
 Denotational Semantics
For various technical reasons	 we use a split semantics for INST 
 That
is	 the meaning of a program is given in two parts the type and method
declarations are compiled into a signature and an algebra over that signature	
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type BoolSeq subtype of 	
instance variables fst Bool snd Bool thd Bool end
type StoreBool subtype of 	
instance variables one Bool two Bool three Bool end
type MutablePair subtype of 	
instance variables x Bool y Bool end
type MutableBSeq subtype of StoreBool BoolSeq	
instance variables hd Bool tl MutablePair end
method mkBoolSeq  EmptySeq
is bseq BoolSeq
bseq  new BoolSeq setfst bseq false
setsnd bseq false setthd bseq false
return bseq
method fetch s BoolSeq i IntBool
is result Bool
if equal i 
 then result  sfst
else if equal i then result  ssnd
else result  sthd fi fi
return result
method mkMutableBseq  MutableBseq
is mb MutableBSeq p MutablePair
mb  new MutableBseq p  new MutablePair
setx p false sety p false
sethd mb false settl mb p
return mb
method greater mb MutableBSeq p MutablePair MutablePair
may alias p	 or Pair	
is result Pair
if less mbtl p then result  p else result  mbtl fi
return result


main observe
bseq BoolSeq b Bool
bseq  mkMutableBSeq 
b  fetch bseq 

by
output Bool
update bseq 
 not b
output  equal fetch bseq 
 b
Fig 	 Part of a sample program in INST The set of expected results the possible
values for output should be ftrueg

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and the meaning of the main procedure uses conventional denotational tech 
niques The meaning functions for declarations	 commands	 and expressions
take algebra as an argument
For purposes of this paper	 in which we dene observations that may ob 
serve states over algebras	 the main procedure M has a strange syntax It
consists of two sequences of declarations and commands The reason for split 
ting the main procedure in this way is to indicate in what part supertype
abstraction is used Supertype abstraction would be used to reason about the
part of the main procedure following the keyword by	 which thus denes an
observation of the state constructed by the rst part The meaning of the sec 
ond part is technically a function from algebras to observations of states over
algebras To get the results of a program	 one passes the algebra and state	
constructed by the declarations and the rst part of the main procedure	 to
the observation obtained by the second part of the main procedure
The semantics of a program is shown formally below Most of the notation
has not been discussed yet	 but it seemed helpful to show the valuation func 
tion for programs before launching into the details Nonstandard notations
not explained in this paragraph will be explained further below The signa 
ture 
INST
and the 
INST
 algebra A
INST
give the signature and semantics
of the visible types see Figures  and  in 
 The valuation function for
type declaration sequences	 T D	 adds to the signature and algebra prim 
itive operations for each type declared these primitive operations are used
by the semantics of expressions and commands for creating objects and for
accessing their instance variables Once MD has processed all the method
declarations	 these primitive methods are suppressed A signature without
the primitive operation symbols is produced by hideInternalMessages The
notation A

j
hideInternalMessages 
 

is the reduct of A

without these primitives
P  Program
SIGS  ALG TENV  STATE ALG  OBS 

PTD MD M 
let  A  T DTD 
INST
A
INST
in
let 

 A

 MDMD  A in
let 

 A

  hideInternalMessages 

  A

j
hideInternalMessages 
 

 in
let H  s
 
  f M


M A

in 

 A

 H  s
 
  f
Due to lack of space we do not give the details of the semantics of type
and method declarations Instead	 we dene the signatures and algebras that
they denote	 and then turn to the semantics of expressions	 declarations	 com 
mands	 and the main procedure
To dene observations	 we x a set of the visible or built in types	 VIS 
fInt  Boolg The externally visible values of these types are
EXTERNALS
Int
def
 f  
 
    g and EXTERNALS
Bool
def
 ftrue  falseg
Signatures are roughly as in Reynoldss category sorted algebras 
	 with
the addition of information about aliasing that is used in our static restrictions

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on aliasing
De nition  SIGS  signature The set SIGS 	 consists of all signatures	
	 which are tuples TYPES   OPS  ResType RetAlias such that
 
TYPES is a set of type symbols such that VIS  TYPES and Void  
TYPES 
 
 is a preorder on TYPES 	 such that if S  T and T   VIS 	 then S  T 
 
OPS is a family of sets of operation symbols	 indexed by the natural num 
bers	
 
ResType is a family of partial functions indexed by the natural numbers	
such that for each natural number n	 ResType
n
 OPS
n
 TYPES
n

TYPES

	 and ResType is monotone That is	 for all g   OPS 	 and for all
tuples of types

S 

T 	 if ResTypeg 

T   	 then ResTypeg 

S  	 and
ResTypeg 

S  ResTypeg 

T 
 
RetAlias limits the types of variables that may be directly aliased to the
result of a method based on the types of variables aliased to the actuals
RetAlias is a family of partial functions indexed by the natural numbers	
such that for each natural number n	 RetAlias
n
 OPS
n
 TYPES
n

PowerSet TYPES 
n
 PowerSet TYPES 


To simplify notation we usually write g   OPS as shorthand for g  
S
nNat
OPS
n
 Similarly we write ResType for ResType
n
and RetAlias for
RetAlias
n

As an example Fig  gives a part of the signature for the INST program
in Fig  The RetAlias function in Fig  gives the alias relation between
the arguments and the result for each operation Recall that the method
greater returns either a direct alias to its second argument or a direct alias
to an instance variable of type MutablePair This is captured in the RetAlias
function for greater
Our models of abstract types with mutable objects are algebraic 		

Objects are modeled by typed locations containing values	 which may in turn
contain locations We dene algebras and stores simultaneously	 because the
operations of an algebra take and return a store 

De nition  ALG algebra STORE  The set ALG	 consists
of all  algebras	
A  SORTS
A
 LOCS
A
 ObjectTypes
A
 VALS
A
 TtoS
A
 OPS
A
  externVal
A
 
such that
 
SORTS
A

 TYPES is a set of sort symbols	
 
LOCS
A
is a family of sets	 indexed by ObjectTypes
A
	 representing typed
locations	
 
ObjectTypes
A
 SORTS
A
is the set of object type symbols	

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TYPES
def
 Bool  Int  Void  BoolSeq  StoreBool  MutablePair 
MutableBSeq	

def
 T  T jT   TYPES	MutableBSeq  BoolSeq 
MutableBSeq  StoreBool	
OPS
def
 true       fetch       greater     	
ResType
ResTypetrue    Bool
ResTypefetch  BoolSeq  Int  Bool
ResTypefetch  MutableBSeq  Int  Bool
ResTypegreater  MutableBSeq  MutablePair  MutablePair
  
RetAlias
RetAliastrue    fg
RetAliasfetch  BoolSeq  Int  arg
  argfg
RetAliasfetch  MutableBSeq  Int  arg
  argfg
RetAliasgreater  MutableBSeq  MutablePair  arg
  arg
arg 
MutablePair	
  
Fig 
 Part of the signature 

 for the INST program given in Figure 	
 
VALS
A
is a family of abstract values indexed by SORTS
A
	 such that for
each T   ObjectTypes
A
	 VALS
A
T
 LOCS
A
T
 
TtoS
A
 ObjectTypes
A
 SORTS
A
is a function that gives a sort symbol
for each object type symbol	
 
OPS
A
is a family of operation interpretations indexed by the natural num 
bers	 such that for each n   Nat and g   OPS
n
	 there is a polymorphic
partial function g
A
  OPS
A
n
where for each

S   TYPES
n
and T   TYPES 	
if ResTypeg 

S  T then g
A
satises g
A
 VALS
A
 
S
 STORE A 

UT
VALS
A
T
 STORE A

	
 
externVal
A
is a family of functions indexed by VIS 	 such that for each
T   VIS 	 externVal
A
T
 VALS
A
T
 STORE A EXTERNALS
T


	
and STORE A
def
 LOCS
A
n
 VALS
A
is such that if   STORE A and
l   LOCS
A
T
 dom	 then l   
UT
VALS
A
TtoS
A
U 


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SORTS
A
 
def
 TYPES
S
VarT j T   TYPES	
S
sortForBoolSeq  sortForStoreBool 
sortForMutablePair  sortForMutableBSeq	
ObjectTypes
A
 
def
 VarT j T   TYPES	
S
BoolSeq  MutableBSeq
StoreBool  MutablePair	
LOCS
A
 
T
def
 fl
T
i
j i   Natg  for each T   ObjectTypes
A
 
VALS
A
 
Int
def
 VALS
A
 
Int
VALS
A
 
sortForBoolSeq
def
 v
fst
  v
snd
  v
thd
 j v
fst
  v
snd
  v
thd
  VALS
A
 
Bool
	
  
VALS
A
 
sortForMutableBSeq
def
 v
h
  l
t
 j v
h
  VALS
A
 
Bool
  l
t
  LOCS
A
 
MutablePair
	
Type to Sort Mapping TtoS
A
 

VarT  T T   TYPES
BoolSeq  sortForBoolSeq
StoreBool  sortForStoreBool
MutablePair  sortForMutablePair
MutableBSeq  sortForMutableBSeq
externVal
A
 
externVal
Bool
A
 
v  
def
 v
externVal
Int
A
 
v  
def
 v
Fig  Components  part  of a 

algebra A

 for the INST program in Fig 	
We write l  T as an abbreviation for l   LOCS
A
T
 Fig  and Fig  give
part of the algebra	 A

	 corresponding to the program in Fig 
The set TENV  of type environments over a signature  is dened by
TENV   Identier
n
 TYPES  Let H stand for a type environment
below
A state consists of an environment and a store The set ENV
H
A of H 
environments over A is the set of all mappings	   Identier
n
 LOCS
A
	 such
that for every T   TYPES 	 ifHx  T then x   dom and x   LOCS
A
T

The set	 STATE
H
A	 of H states over A is dened by STATE
H
A
def

ENV
H
A  STORE A We write ENV A for 
HTENV 
ENV A	 and
STATE A for ENV A STORE A


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OPS
A
 
add
A
 
v
 
  v

  
def
 v
 
 v

  
fetch
A
 
l
BoolSeq
  v
Int
  
def
 let f  s  t   l
BoolSeq
 in
if equal
A
 
v
Int
   then f  
else if equal
A
 
v
Int
  
then s  
else t  store
fetch
A
 
l
MutableBSeq
  v
Int
  
def
 let fst  l   l
BoolSeq
 in
if equal
A
 
v
Int
   then fst  
else if equal
A
 
v
Int
  
then fst
A
 
l  
else snd
A
 
l  
  
Fig  Components  part 	 of a 

algebra A

 for the INST program in Fig 	
De nition  nominal state A H state    is nominal if and only if 
is nominal A store    STORE A is nominal if and only if for all locations
l  T   dom	 l   VALS
A
T

The main procedure M returns a type environment	 a state	 and a func 
tion from algebras to observations This function is dened by the second half
of the main procedure An observation takes a state	 such as the one produced
by the rst half of the main procedure	 and prints the values of the variables
in D

 H observations are dened as follows
OBS
H
A
def
 STATE
H
A ANSWERS



ANSWERS
def
 Identier
n
 EXTERNALS 
The variables declared in D

must have visible type This condition is checked
by typeEnvAndCheckVisible	 which produces a type environment if they are
visible and 	 otherwise
To simplify notation we omit  from ALG and we write ALG for the
family 
SIGS
ALG Similarly we use TENV for TENV 	 STORE
for STORE A	 ENV for ENV
H
A	 STATE for STATE
H
A	 and OBS for
OBS
H
A However for a type like theM below it should be understood that
if  is the signature passed to M	 then the algebra A passed to M must be
a  algebra Similarly	 the type environments	 states	 and observations will
also match
M  SIGS  MainProc ALG  TENV  STATE  ALG  OBS 

M

 main observe D
 
C
 
by C

D

 A 
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let H  typeEnv D
 
 in
let     D

D
 
 A emptyEnviron  emptyStore in
let 

 C

C
 
 A    in
let H

 typeEnvAndCheckVisible D

 in
let f  B  
B
  
B
 
let 

B
 C

C

 B 
B
  
B
 in
let 

B
  

B
  D

D

 B 
B
  

B
 in
I  let T  H

I in externVal
B
T


B
I  

B

in H    

  f
For a given signature	 	 an expression has a meaning which depends on
a  algebra We do not show the semantics for the expressions of the form
new I E or I
 
I

	 because these cannot occur in the main procedure	
and so play no role in dening observations
E  SIGS  Expression ALG  STATE  VALS  STORE 

E

N A     N

N A 
E

nothing A     nothing
A
  
E

true A     true
A
  
E

false A     false
A
  
E

I A     let v   I in v  
E

I 

E A     let v  

  E



E A    in I
A
productize v  


E  SIGS  Expression List ALG  STATE
 ListVALS
A
 STORE A

E

 A     nil   
E



E E
n
 A     let v  

  E



E A    in
let v
n
  
n
  E

E
n
 A   

 in
addToEnd v v
n
  
n

The semantics of commands is straightforward Assignment binds variable
locations to objects or values
C  SIGS  Command ALG  STATE  STORE

C

E A     let v  

  E

E A    in 

C

C
 
 C

 A     let 
 
 C

C
 
 A    in C

C

 A   
 

C

if E
 
then C
 
else C

fi A    
let v  

  E

E
 
 A    in
if externVal
A
Bool
v  

 then C

C
 
 A   

 else C

C

 A   


C

I  E A    
let H be such that      STATE
H
A in
let v  

  E

E A    in
if v  
S
UHv
VALS
A
U
then 	 else  I  v

Declarations bind variables to variable locations The nextFree T  function
in the meaning of a declaration returns the next free location of type T in a
given store
D  SIGS  Decl ALG  STATE  STATE

D

 A s  s
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D

IT A     let T

 T

T in
let l  nextFreeVarT

 in
I  l  
D

D
 
 D

 A s  D

D

 A D

D
 
 A s
The semantics of bodies of methods will also be used to help dene
the restrictions on aliasing The type of a body B is the type of the return
expression
B  SIGS  Body ALG STATE  VALS  STORE 

B

D C return E A s  let 
 
  
 
  D

D A s in
let 

 C

C A 
 
  
 
 in E

E A 
 
  


 Enforcing Restrictions on Aliasing
For our notion of weak behavioral subtyping to be adequate	 we need to pre 
vent direct aliasing between related	 but distinct	 types Since we also want to
be able to reason modularly	 we need to also prevent direct aliasing between
variables of unrelated types	 because two unrelated types might	 at some later
time	 have a common subtype Thus	 in this section	 we dene restrictions on
aliasing such that variables of dierent types cannot be directly aliased We
do this by an abstract interpretation of INST programs	 which conservatively
estimates the set of types that may be aliased to each expression result This
set of types is called an alias type set
The denitions below are for declarations	 commands	 and expressions that
could be executed in the main procedure For this purpose we dene the set
MBody as the subset of Body that includes only declarations	 commands	
and expressions that can be written in the main procedure
A location l is reachable in a H state s over an  algebra A if and only if
there exists a type T 	 and a body B   MBody such that H  B  T and
l    B

B A s The notation H  B  T means that for  and H	
B can be proved to have type T using the rules in Fig 
The alias type set of a location in a H state over an algebra is dened by
the following
aliasTypeSet

H A  l  s
def

fT j T   TYPES   B   MBody  H  B  T  l    B

B A sg

Since the location returned by mkMutableBSeq  in the main procedure in
Fig  is not reachable	 its alias type set is 	 However	 after executing the
assignment command	 bseq  mkMutableBSeq 	 the alias type set of the
location will be BoolSeq		 because that is the static type of the variable
bseq
If a locations alias type set contains at most one type	 then it can only
be aliased by variables of the same type This property is captured by the
following
subtypeCheck r
def
 S   r  T   r S  T  
Alias legality means that every reachable location has this property
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De nition 	 alias legality stAliasOk

 Let A be a  algebra	 H be
a TENV 	 and s   STATE
H
A Then s is said to be alias legal	 written
stAliasOk

H A  s	 if and only if for all reachable locations l in s	
subtypeCheck aliasTypeSet

H A  l  s
Figure  gives the type and alias checking rules for expressions	 declara 
tions	 and commands that can appear in the main procedure For expressions	
the notation H  E  T  r means E has static type T and r is an upper
bound on the alias type set of the result of E The rule for the assignment
statement checks that the binding does not produce illegal aliasing For decla 
rations	 H  D  H

means H

is the type environment after elaborating
D For methods the alias type set of the result is declared	 and compiled
into the signature in its RetAlias We do not give the exact rules for method
bodies	 because they are not needed in this paper
To see the practical implications of our technique for restricting aliasing	 it
is useful to consider how the property that variables of distinct types are not
directly aliased would be established in the body of a method	 after binding
actuals to formals One option would be to prohibit any direct aliasing among
the actuals in a call This is more restrictive than we need	 because aliasing
between formals of the same type is not a problem Instead	 we require that
the programmer write enough methods so that any call with directly aliased
actuals will be handled by a method implementation where the formals cor 
responding to those actuals have the same type For example	 consider a
method foo with two arguments If the same object is to be passed for both
arguments to foo then the call to foo will be handled by a method which has
two formals of the same type as the dynamic type of the object In a more
realistic language with method inheritance	 this would force the programmer
to write specialized versions of foo having both arguments of the same type	
some of which might not otherwise have to be written
Because we do not work with methods in this paper	 and because we work
with algebras that may not result from INST programs	 we need to impose
an equivalent condition that calling an operation in a  algebra cannot result
in illegal aliases To prevent illegal aliases in the result state	 the H state	 s	
that results from a call to g
A
must satisfy stAliasOk

H A  s To prevent
the result itself from being directly aliased with variables of dierent types	
the actual alias type set of the result must be smaller than that declared
De nition 
 preserves alias legality Let A be a  algebra Let H be
a type environment Then A preserves alias legality if and only if for each H 
state    such that stAliasOk

H A    	 for each operation g   OPS 	
for each tuple of types

S	 if RetAliasg 

S  r  r	 v   VALS
A
 
S
	 and l  

 
g
A
v  	 then
stAliasOk

H A    

l   LOCS
A
 aliasTypeSet

H A  l    

  r
For algebras that preserve alias legality	 the alias checking rules are sound
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Num H  N  Int  fg nothing H  nothing  Void  fg
true H  true  Bool  fg false H  false  Bool  fg
ident H  I  HI  HI if I   domH
call
H 

E 

S  r 
ResTypeI 

S  T  RetAliasI 

S  r  r

H  I 

E  T  r

decl H  IT  I  T H
decl list
H  D
 
 H

  H

 D

 H

H  D
 
 D

 H

ExpCom
H  E  S  r
H  E
p
assign
H  E  S  r  HI  T  S  T  r  T	
H  I  E
p
Cond
H  E  Bool  r  H  C
 
p
  H  C

p
H  if E then C
 
else C

fi
p
Seq
H  C
 
p
  H  C

p
H  C
 
 C

p
Main
 fg  D
 
 H

  H

 C
 
p
 
H

 D

 H

  checkVisible D

  H

 C

p
 
  main observe D
 
C
 
by D

C

p
Fig  Type and alias checking rules for the main procedure part of INST
Lemma  Let M be a main procedure of INST Let A be a  algebra If
A preserves alias legality and H  s  f  M

M A then   M
p
 
stAliasOk

H A  s  
 Weak Behavioral Subtyping
The intuitive idea of behavioral subtyping is that each object of a subtype
should behave like some object of its supertypes One might think that to
express behaves like it would be enough to simply relate abstract values
However	 this would not take locations and hence aliasing into consideration
One cannot relate just locations either	 because the abstract values stored in
locations also determine behavior Relating locations along with the store
does not account for aliasing between variables in the environment So one
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must relate whole states This idea is captured by the denition of simulation
relations below
 Simulation Relations
The following formulation of simulation relations uses techniques from 

The bindable property ensures that simulation is preserved by assignments
The substitution property says that simulation relationships between states
are preserved by method calls It is expressed by assigning a variable to the
value returned by the operations in each algebra	 and then requiring that
the resulting extended states be related The coercion property is similar to
the requirement that each object of a subtype should simulate some object
of its supertypes It ensures that each state simulates a state that does not
use subtyping The EXTERNALS  identical property says that a simulation
relation is identity on values of visible types This is used to compare the
outputs of observations The others are needed for technical reasons
De nition 	 simulation relation Let C and A be  algebras A  
simulation relation R from C to A is a family of binary relations on states	
hR
H
 H   TENV i	 such that R
H
 STATE
H
C

 STATE
H
A

and for
each type environment H each 
C
  
C
   STATE
H
C	 and each 
A
  
A
  
STATE
H
A	 the following properties hold
bindable for each variable x	 for each type T 	 and for each variable y such
that Hy  T 	 l
C
y
 
C
y	 and l
A
y
 
A
y	 if 

C
 x  l
C
x

C
and


A
 x  l
A
x

A
then

C
  
C
R
H

A
  
A



C
  l
C
x
 
C
l
C
y

C
R
x T H


A
  l
A
x
 
A
l
A
y

A

substitution for each tuple of types

S	 for each type T 	 for each operation
symbol g 

S  T 	 for each tuple of variables y such that Hy 

S and
v
C
 
C

C
y	 v
A
 
A

A
y  and for each variable x	 if 

C
 x 
l
C
x

C
and 

A
 x  l
A
x

A
then

C
  
C
R
H

A
  
A

let r
C
  

C
  g
C
 v
C
  
C
 in 

C
  l
C
x
 r
C


C

R
xT H
let r
A
  

A
  g
A
 v
A
  
A
 in 

A
  l
A
x
 r
A


A
 
coercion there exists a nominal state 

A
  

A
   STATE
H
A	 such that

C
  
C
R
H


A
  

A
 
EXTERNALS identical for each type T   VIS 	 for each variable x such
that Hx  T 	 if 
C
  
C
R
H

A
  
A
	 then
externVal
C

C

C
x  
C
  externVal
A

A

A
x  
A
 
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shrinkable if H

 H	 

C
  

C
 and 

A
  

A
 are H

 states	 

C
  

C
 

C
  
C
	 and 

A
  

A
  
A
  
A
	 then

C
  
C
R
H

A
  
A
 

C
  

C
R
H
 


A
  

A
 
bistrict 	R
H
		 and whenever s R
H
s

and either s or s

is 		 then so is
the other
Simulation relations preserve aliasing That is	 if two variables	 x and y	
are aliased in a state s
C
	 and if s
C
R
H
s
A
	 then x and y must be aliased
in s
A
 If this were not the case	 then one could observe changes in x by
using operations on y in s
C
	 while in s
A
the same changes to y would not be
observable through x But this would violate the substitution property
A careful reader might observe that the requirement that every state should
be simulated by a nominal state in the coercion property eliminates certain
kinds of direct aliasing More precisely	 it eliminates direct aliasing between
variables of dierent types The reason for this is the following Suppose
S  T 	 and consider a state in which and x  T and y  S were directly aliased
Then to satisfy the coercion property	 such a state would have to be related
to one where x and y both denoted objects of their types	 and thus could not
be directly aliased This motivates the alias restrictions we impose on INST
Note that the identity relation on states is not a  simulation A simulation
relation also needs to have the coercion property
Example 	 There is a 

 simulation relation from algebra A

in Fig 
and Fig  to itself
A relation R

 STATE
H
A

 STATE
H
A

 is dened such that 	R

	
and 
 
  
 
R



  

 if and only if the following conditions hold
 
dom 
 
  dom 


 
For each type T	 for each xT   dom 
 
	 if v
 
 
 

 
x	 v

 



x	
and v
 
  VALS
A
 
S
then v

 cv
 
  S TtoS T 
A
 
  
 
 The coercion function
c is dened as follows
cv  S  S    v
cv

  l
MutablePair
  sortForMutableBSeq  sortForBoolSeq   
let v
 
  v

   l
MutablePair
 in
v

  v
 
  v


cv

  l
MutablePair
  sortForMutableBSeq  sortForStoreBool   
let v
 
  v

   l
MutablePair
 in
v

  v
 
  v


Then R

satises all the properties of a 

 simulation relation  
However	 there does not always exist a  simulation relation from an alge 
bra to itself Consider an algebra	 B

	 with the type DestructBSeq a BoolSeq
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with a destructive update as a presumed subtype of BoolSeq Then there
cannot be a simulation relation from B

to itself because the operation update
violates the substitution property
 Weak Behavioral Subtypes
The following denition of a weak behavioral subtype relation characterizes
when a specication of several ADTs has a subtype relation  that is ade 
quate for modular reasoning Since we do not discuss the forms of type spec 
ications	 we use their denotations	 which are sets of algebras that preserve
alias legality
De nition 	 weak behavioral subtyping Let SPEC be a set of  
algebras such that each A in SPEC preserves alias legality The presumed
subtype relationship  on types of  is a weak behavioral subtype relation
for SPEC if and only if for each B   SPEC there is some A   SPEC such
that there is a  simulation from B to A
If we let SPEC take all the 

 algebras isomorphic to A

	 then it is easy
to see that the subtype relation of 

is a weak behavioral subtype relation
Hence this denition allows types with immutable objects	 such as BoolSeq	
to have subtypes with mutable objects	 such as MutableBSeq
Because this denition permits B and A to be dierent algebras	 it works
for incomplete specications those with observably dierent models Such
incomplete specications are important in practice	 so that a subtype can be
more completely specied than its supertypes Unfortunately	 space limita 
tions do not allow us to give an example
Not every presumed subtype relation is a weak behavioral subtype relation	
because of the coercion and substitution properties of simulation relations For
example	 there is no weak behavioral subtype relation such that DestructBSeq
is a subtype of BoolSeq
 Weak Behavioral Subtyping means No Surprises
We now show that the denition of weak behavioral subtyping is adequate
for modular reasoning with supertype abstraction We do this in a model 
theoretic fashion	 by rst dening the set of expected results of an observation	
or rather of a function from algebras to observations The expected results
are results of observations on nominal states  that is	 states that do not use
subtyping
De nition 		 expected results Let SPEC be a set of  algebras that
preserve alias legality Let H be a type environment Let f be a function from
 algebras to H observations Then the set of expected results of f for SPEC
is the union over all A   SPEC and all s
A
  STATE
H
A	 such that s
A
is
nominal	 of f A s
A

A result is surprising if it is not expected Surprising results can occur if
one uses a presumed subtype relation that does not satisfy the denition of
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weak behavioral subtyping	 and observes a state that is not nominal
Theorem 	
 no surprises Let SPEC be a set of  algebras that preserve
alias legality Let H be a type environment Let f  ALG  OBS be such
that there is some A   SPEC and some main procedureM in INST such that
H  s  f M

M  A
Then for all C   SPEC  and for all s
C
  STATE
H
C if  is weak
behavioral subtype relationship for SPEC then f C s
C
 is an expected result
for SPEC 
Proof Sketch Because  is a weak behavioral subtype relation for SPEC 	
there is an C

  SPEC and a  simulation relation	 R	 from C to C

 Using
structural induction	 show that simulations are preserved by commands and
declarations Then in the semantics of the main procedure	 the resulting states
in the observation part 

B
  

B
 in the semantics of the main procedure are
related So by the EXTERNALS  identical property	 the resulting answer
functions must give the same result for each variable namely for those in D

of the main procedure M  
The conclusion of the theorem does not hold if  is not a weak behavioral
subtype relation The observation and the presumed subtype relation	 between
DestructBSeq and BoolSeq	 in subsection  is an example of such a situation
where unexpected results are observed because our presumed subtype relation
is not a weak behavioral subtype relation
The above theorem validates our denition of weak behavioral subtyping
It also computes the tasks mentioned in the introduction
 Related Work
Our work on the model theory of behavioral subtyping is an extension of
Leavens work in 
 Simulation relations in 
 relate only abstract values
and hence cannot see any mutations in the state Leavens and other model 
theoretic approaches 	
	
	
 do not deal with mutation and aliasing
In contrast to our model theoretic approach	 America 
		 and Liskov and
Wing 
	
 give proof theoretic denitions of behavioral subtyping America
does not deal with extra mutators in subtypes Liskov and Wing allow extra
mutators provided if the extra mutators can be explained in terms of the
supertype methods or if they do not violate any history constraints This
rules out the possibility of mutable subtypes to immutable types We leave
for future work a direct comparison between our denition and such proof 
theoretic denitions	 and formulating the model theoretic equivalent of Liskov
and Wings denitions
The subtype relationships between various collection types in Cooks hi 
erarchy  are weak behavioral subtypes in our sense For immutable record
types	 our denition matches Cardellis rules  The type hierarchies dis 
cussed in 
 are weak behavioral subtypes
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 Discussion
The most interesting weak behavioral subtypes are between mutable and im 
mutable types For example	 a mutable type	 ArrayInt can be specied
as a weak behavioral subtype of an immutable type SequenceInt This
allows	 for example	 a procedure that computes the sum of a SequenceInt
to be applied to an ArrayInt object Similarly	 a mutable record type can
be specied as a subtype of an immutable record type with fewer elds
One can even have a hierarchy of weak behavioral subtypes	 with increas 
ing degrees of mutability As an example	 a completely mutable array is a
weak behavioral subtype of partially mutable array	 which in turn is a weak
behavioral subtype of an immutable array
Subtype objects can have more state than supertype objects A Triple
can be a weak behavioral subtype of Pair with the only requirement that the
degree of mutability of Triple should be at least equal to that of the Pair
That is	 if the rst component of the Pair can be mutated	 then the rst
component of the Triple should also be mutated but there is no constraint
on the mutability of the other components of a Triple
For weak behavioral subtyping to be adequate for supertype abstraction	
one needs to prohibit direct aliases between objects of dierent types We
suggested a way to use multi method dispatch to avoid part of the burden this
places on expressiveness	 by having the programmer dene enough methods
The burden of our aliasing restrictions can be weakened still further by
allowing direct aliasing between variables of immutable types Finally if a
programming language supported both our notion of weak behavioral subtyp 
ing	 and Liskov and Wings strong behavioral subtyping	 direct aliasing could
be allowed between strong behavioral subtypes
We do however	 allow aliasing between objects of the same type and in 
direct aliasing between objects of dierent types An MutableBSeq object is
indirectly aliased to a MutablePair object in the mkMutableBSeq method in
Fig 
 Summary
The main contribution of our work is a new denition of subtyping for ar 
bitrary deterministic abstract data types in the presence of mutation and
aliasing This denition is weaker than Liskov and Wings denitions 
	
	
because it allows types with immutable objects to have subtypes with muta 
ble objects This  exibility seems to be important in practice The price to
be paid	 however	 is that the language must restrict aliasing We have given
suitable aliasing restrictions	 which disallow direct aliasing between identiers
of dierent types We believe that such aliasing restrictions may actually be
of some practical benet	 as they allow naive reasoning to be sound

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